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Dogs on your land:

helping you to
help yourself

Stephen Jenkinson

Access & Countryside Advisor
The Kennel Club

Influencing walkers with dogs

Natural England 16th June 2015
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How I ended up here
Human
health

Land & access
management

Psychology of
people & pets

Specialist in dogs
and people in the
outdoors
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The Kennel Club
 Protection & promotion of
dogs’ varied roles in UK society
 Founded in 1873: best known
for Crufts, but actually also…
 Petlog database: 6m dogs, 3m
cats, 400k other animals
 UK’s largest dog training
programme: 1,800 centres,
700,000 passes to date
 UKAS assured breeder scheme
 Spend pa: £2.3m education,
£3.6m health, welfare & charity

www.thekennelclub.org.uk
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7,550 acre Emblehope Estate: 1,400 sheep,
43 Galloway cattle, dog training, access land
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Crufts: responsible dog walking demonstrations

KC core message: “On lead around livestock:
release your dog if threatened by cattle”

Dog ownership and walking
 Scotland: 700k dogs in 24% homes
 48% all walks taken with a dog:
190m dog walks in Scotland pa
 Mental & physical health benefits
 7,000 assistance dogs UK-wide
 Experience sought: Happy,
Healthy, Hassle-free dog walks
 Access sought: close to home,
away from traffic, off-lead options
 Access taking with dogs can be
managed but rarely supressed
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Dog walking fields
 Fast growing sector:
450+ sites UK wide
 Paying: £6 to £20 p/h
 Size: 1 acre upwards
 58% commercial dog
walkers would pay
 Can be SOAC compatible
 Opportunity to educate
 Rent to local dog trainers

New Forest 7th March 2017
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Image: Jo Heath

“Chased
my
sheep”

“Spooked
my
poultry”

“Disturbed
wildlife”
“Left poo
in my
crops”

The problems with dog walking

Angels

A few of us

Fallen Angels
Most of us
New Forest 7th March 2017

Devils
Rare
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Using the law

 Devils  legal action best option
 Most people: unintentional
crime  best help avoid conflict
 Dog Control Notices (DCN):
good for problem individuals
 DCNs can require leads,
muzzles, fencing, training
 Local councils impose DCNs:
knowledge and use variable
 No national “on-lead” law
 Shooting dogs: only lawful as
last resort to stop incident





Dogs and livestock: it’s a people thing
 Take 5 & respond: don’t react
 Foster dog walkers as your
advocates not adversaries
 They’re also consumers of
Scottish produce and voters
 Think at the start how you
want them to feel at the end
 Criticise people, not the dogs
 Help people do the right thing
 Dog issues can be symptoms
of wider anti-social behaviour
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Making dog walkers part of the solution

It’s natural to react to the
SYMPTOMS

CAUSES
The Kennel Club: Dogs keeping the peace

EHDC - 20 January 2015
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It’s natural to react to the
SYMPTOMS

CAUSES
The Kennel Club: Dogs keeping the peace

EHDC - 20 January 2015
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But to find solutions
we need to respond
to the CAUSES
“Why did it happen?”
The Kennel Club: Dogs keeping the peace

EHDC - 20 January 2015
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APGAW: sheep
worrying report 2017

Police Scotland: 50+% dogs unaccompanied

2017 Quality
Meat Scotland
Sheep Worrying
Video
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Self help: unaccompanied dogs
 Securing boundaries: often
the most pragmatic option
 Gates: easy to open = easier
to shut, esp. if self-closing
 1 straying dog = many attacks
 Signs are ineffective for
unaccompanied dogs
 Report straying dogs to local
council & social / local media
 Timely DCNs can prevent
attacks in a low conflict way

www.pathsforall.org.uk

Securing perimeter boundaries next to core path
Core path
1.1m high
netting fence:
no gaps
underneath

Let vegetation
obscure sight lines

Start of core
path, toilets,
car park

Gaps between rails
filled by creel netting

Minimal gaps
around gate
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Timely advice & signage
helps majority of dog walkers
(Angels and Fallen Angels)

DO THE
RIGHT THING
Self help: signage
 Be Clear, Credible & Consistent
 Get someone ‘doggy’ to check
meaning & understanding
 Ideally 3 points max / sign
 Locally-relevant signage best
 Change / cover / remove
 Offer alternatives routes
 Use ‘doggy’ image to engage
 Say what you do want, rather
than what you don’t want
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APGAW: sheep
worrying report 2017

The most effective
signs show where
& when restrictions
start and finish

The Kennel Club: Dogs keeping the peace

EHDC - 20 January 2015
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The Kennel Club: Dogs keeping the peace

EHDC - 20 January 2015
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 Too much text
 Hard to read
 Asks problems

to be reported,
but no contact
details

 Not apparent

what it’s about

 No images of a
dog

 Same all year
 Not clear what’s
wanted
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 Official signs on

same post ask for
different things

 “close control” is a
vague and very
poor term to use

 Left up outside

lambing and bird
nesting times

 Not apparent it’s
about dogs

 Graphic images

have limited effect
on target audience

 “Always on a lead”

(ie everywhere) not
effective nor
credible

 Undermines off-

lead exercise in
appropriate areas
30
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Doesn’t say which way to go instead
Permanent sign lacks credibility or explanation
Unlikely to be SOAC compliant
Unlikely to comply with Assistance Dog legislation
New Forest 7th March 2017
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 Rusty, year round

sign lacks credibility

 No information

about cattle safety

 Left in place when

no livestock present

 No explanation
 No alternative
route offered

 No contact info
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Good words to use on signs & in person
 Please keep your dog on a lead around livestock:
release your dog if threatened by cattle

 Keep your dog in sight and prevent it from

approaching farm animals: use a lead if you need to

 There’s sheep in this field: please put dogs on leads
 Where possible avoid livestock: go around groups
of farm animals, not between them

 Dog poo passes fatal diseases to sheep and cows
even if left behind in a bag

 Any public waste bin will do for bagged dog poo –
and your bin at home

National Access Forum core messages 2020



Advice to dog owners

• Do not allow your dog to approach animals

or people uninvited (in open country, it may not
be obvious when animals are around).

• Where possible avoid animals release your dog if threatened.

• Always keep your dog in sight and

under control – if in doubt use a lead.
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NatureScot
campaign
2021



The Kennel Club: Dogs keeping the peace

EHDC - 20 January 2015
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Self Help tips: cattle safety
 Apply HSE guidance AIS17S
 AVOID: ‘always on-lead’ signs
without cattle safety advice
 ALWAYS: advise “release your
dog if threatened by cattle”
 Many priority HSE actions
come before public signage
 Indicate alternative routes
from all directions
 Change / remove / cover
signage when no cattle
 Walkers will avoid conflict if
given an informed choice.



Offer alternatives
to avoid conflict
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Definitely NOT like these
New Forest 7th March 2017
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National Access Forum core messages 2020



Advice to land managers
• Consider public access and
assess relevant risks.

• If necessary, use helpful signs to highlight
issues to users, removing them when not
required.

• Suggest reasonable alternative routes
if needed.
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Self help: fouling of farmland
 Dog Fouling (Scotland) Act
2003 does not apply
 Majority of public unaware of
Neosporosis and Sarcocystosis
 Polite explanations with
requests to remove can help
 Explain poo safest when fresh
 Key message: “any waste bin
will do for bagged dog poo”
 Dog Control Notice possible:
“safety of an animal”

Alleged “sheep-proofing” of dogs
 Shock collar vendors claim it’s
a solution to sheep worrying
 Dangerous “put your dog in
with a tup” advice also persists
 No method 100%: can increase
aggression to sheep
 Encourages dogs off-lead
around sheep, undermining
messaging & sets bad example
 Shock collars banned in Wales
and planned for Scotland
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Summary: to best help yourself:
 Do the things you can change
 Respond to WHY it happened
 Address straying dogs issues
 Fix gaps in fences and gateways
 Dog walkers want to avoid
conflict; help them do that
 Credible, clear, changing signage
 Call 999 if an incident is taking
place; report to 101 afterwards
 Dog Control Notices a good
option to prevent & enforce

More advice and support
NFUS Access information hub

Slide of NFUS resources

New Forest 7th March 2017
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If something isn’t working:
it’s time to try something new
… like tweedy poo bag holders

New Forest 7th March 2017
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Questions
and
Answers
Stephen Jenkinson
Kennel Club Access &
Countryside Advisor

kcdog@thekennelclub.org.uk
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